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Directed Studies from 2004 
focused on the effect of 
pumping ESR wells on the 
characteristics of the River

- Three Seasons
-- Hundreds of Hours on the 
River
-- Hundreds of hours of 
analysis
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-Combined pumping of 5.02 cfs
results in total Flow Loss of 1.2 cfs
in Zone 2.

Maximum impacts during 
three years of studies occur 
in 2007, a critically dry flow 
year
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-No significant impacts to surface 
water quality detected in all 3 
years

- 0.5 inches is 
the max 
calculated 
surface water 
level impact 
at combined 
5.02 cfs in 
2007.
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Intensive data collected 
during 2004, 2006 and 2007 
from AMSP parking lot to 
Ocean.
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2004 data analysis results 
directed  focus on the last 
3000 feet of the river in 
2006.
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Study focus was intensified 
even further on the lower 
3000 feet of the river in 
2007.

Data Collection Included
-Total of 5 flow transects over 3 years
- Water Levels in 11 monitoring wells
-Water levels in 3 pumping wells
-Surface water levels throughout
-Water Quality (Temp., DO, Conductivity)
- Two weather stations
-10 Piezometer pairs in river
-Multiple passage transects  all years
-Riverbed conductivity
-Riverbed fluxes
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Animation
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Five Key Conclusions From Studies

1st)  El Sur Ranch irrigation pumping 
primary effect is to reduce the benefit 
of natural groundwater inflows when 
river flow is at critically dry levels
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The primary effect of 
pumping on the River is to 
reduce the benefit of natural 
inflows from groundwater.

-Inflow reduction of 0.24 - 0.3 cfs per 1.0 cfs pumped is maximum flow impact
- Determined by specifically controlled pumping and recovery periods.
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-0.5 inches max calculated surface water level impact
- Daily ET demands vary river level 1.2 inches

Pumping at combined 5.02 
cfs in 2007 yielded 1.2 cfs
loss at P2L area of Zone 2.

-Colmation zone retards loss of river flow .
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2nd)  El Sur Ranch Irrigation Pumping 
has a theoretical maximum zone of 
influence in groundwater of 1000 feet.  
Measured impacts do not extend this 
far.
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P4-UL

Maximum theoretical zone of 
influence (ZOI) is calculated at 
1000 feet from New Well -No drawdown in 

groundwater or 
surface water was 
measured at 
locations P4UL 
and P5L that 
straddle the PT 11 
location and the 
calculated ZOI
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3rd)  El Sur Ranch Irrigation Pumping is 
not significantly impacting River water 
quality
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Temperature profile of river 
demonstrates groundwater 
inflows to adjacent to 
pumping wells
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VT-2 (Zone 2)

Zone 3

Zone 4

VT-3

The cooling effect of inflow is 
clearly discernible in all 3 
years of study

-No significant impacts to temperature as a 
result of pumping (<0.3 C in 2007 based on 
statistics of Hanson)
-Only detectable impact to dissolved 
oxygen occurred at P2L at the lowest flow 
and max pumping in 2007 (temporary 
stagnant zone)
-No detectable impact to salinity. Lagoon 
water remained well mixed and 
unstratified by salinity and Temp.

-Lagoon occasionally experiences wave overwash 
introducing saline water for brief periods
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4th)  El Sur Ranch Irrigation Pumping is 
minimal compared to total watershed 
discharge moving past the wells.
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85,455 acre-feet per year average flows out

ESR pumps less than 1.1% on average
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1350 feet from New Well to Pacific Ocean
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5th)  El Sur Ranch Irrigation Pumping 
impacts to the aquifer water levels are 
temporary and local.  Aquifer overdraft 
is not occurring and, based on water 
use history and requirements by El Sur 
Ranch, not an issue for the future
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High Conductivity Alluvial Aquifer Recovers Quickly
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JSA-04 Groundwater Elevation

Both Pumps 

On
Old Well On New Well On

Level of stable groundwater -

no pumping (~6.3-ft)

RecoveryDrawdown Drawdown Recovery Drawdown Recovery

Point of initial drawdown

stabilization (~4 days).  It

is difficult to determine

exactly due to fluctuations

in pumping.

Groundwater recovery takes

4 days after pumps shut down.

Aquifer responds the same 

regardless of drawdown or

recovery.

note drawdown change from 5.83cfs to 5.61cfs pump rate change

note drawdown change from 2.88cfs to 3.49cfs pump rate change

Rain event

Groundwater recovery takes

less than 4 days after pump

is shut down

Noise associated with

changes in tide elevation

Water level drawdown stabilizes and recovers in 4 days in 
response to standard El Sur Ranch pumping rates.
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Aquifer Water Levels Across the Seasons 

2007 - Post Pumping

October 15th

River = 7.9 cfs

Avg. GWE = 5.89 ft

2004 - No Pumping

April 15th

River = 50 cfs

Avg. GWE = 5.85 ft 

Full aquifer water level 
recovery documented from 
2004 through 2007 
pumping seasons.
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